CHRISTIAN IDENTITY

OR HOW THEY TRY TO MAKE YAHUAH’S NAME VOID !!!
There appears to be a NEW movement, or maybe NOT so new, but let’s call it: taking back the Christian Identity!! Whatever that happens to be, but it seems that people who once had come to the Father’s name as well as His son’s - lost interest, or perhaps the lies that were told in Yahuah’s name were too much for them. So instead of researching for themselves what was the truth, they decided to throw out the ENTIRE BATH TUB!!

Problem with that is the fact that once again, you have people that are only looking to be led - wanting to follow man’s interpretation as opposed to researching and taking joy in finding the truth, which is what the Father has always asked of us. He doesn’t want a bunch of idiots in His house - He wants us to be thoughtful and consider all that He has to offer, but it will NOT be His fault if you reject him!

Following man is nothing more than the adversary’s plan - he wants you to lose your soul, so NOTHING is off limits, and appealing to the human nature of what most people are --- sheep, it becomes easy to be led down that BIG path by the WOLF in sheep’s clothing!!!
Sacred Name Movement in America

(C) 1998 PLIM REPORT Vol. 7 No. 3

(We’ll be using Mr. Warren’s report as the outline so to speak, along with things to debunk their debunking as it were!!! Our comments along the way will be in parenthesis and comic sans.)
Although the Sacred Names of the Father-Yahweh, the Word or Son-Yahweh Elohim, and the Holy Spirit-Yahshua are ineffable in Jewish orthodox tradition, they have been in existence for ages and were never taken out of the original Hebrew texts.

(Notice any problems here?? Let me help....apparently and according to them Yahusha’s name is, the Word or Son-Yahweh Elohim, and the Ruach is Yahshua??? But don’t fail to NOTE that they do say that Yahuah, Yahusha and the Ruach Ha Qodesh were never taken out of the original Hebrew texts. Guess that is why we can still find their NAMES! )
Scholars have always known about the True Names and have included them in numerous resource books such as dictionaries, encyclopaedias, Bible notes, references, concordances, lexicons, Bible almanacs, and history books. Many secret societies, such as the Masons, Rosicrucian's, etc., have known these names for thousands of years.

(HAHAHAHAHAHA - well, they are admitting scholars and everyone else have known the TRUE Names for thousands of years - and yet, in this day and age it has turned into a Sacred Name Movement, occupied by cults and nuts?)
Researchers have found several historical artifacts, including the Dead Sea Scrolls dated 100 years before the Messiah’s birth, which featured the True Names. Joel Bjorling mentions many in his book The Church of God, Seventh Day, A Bibliography, Chapter VII The Sacred Name Movement, p. 197-198. This out-of-print book is the premier book on the Sacred Name Movement.

The Churches of God, Seventh Day: a bibliography

Author: Joel Bjorling

(According to these people it’s Joel Bjorling’s book that started it all - don’t know who this guy is, but Dr. C. J. Koster put out the book “Come out of Her My People” with the Hebrew names in 1986 as well as Lew White with his Fossilized Customs on the paganism of Christianity which put us on the road out of Christendom and away from the hypocrisy of the churches--circuses)
Pagan leaders used the name Yahweh. The name was inscribed on the Moabite Stone in Jordan about 830 B.C. exactly as it appeared in the Old Testament. The Lachish Letters, written between 589-587 B.C. and discovered in 1935 in the ancient town of Lachish near Jerusalem, frequently used the name Yahweh.

(Wow, say it ain't so - pagan leaders actually using Yahuah's name?? Hmm, let's see Ruth was a Moabite, who came to Yahuah. Nebuchadnezzar knew Yahuah's name and declared that He was the ONE TRUE ALMIGHTY! Don't you think that ALL of Noah's sons and their children knew Yahuah's name - after all it is their children whose children produced many of the pagan cultures!!)
(More puzzling would be WHY they didn’t think Lachish would be using the Father’s name?? Let’s see what this community was all about.)

http://www.bible-archaeology.info/bible_city_lachish.htm

Lachish was the most important city in Judah after Jerusalem. During his campaign in 701BC, Sennacherib sent an embassy to Jerusalem from Lachish. By the time it returned, he had already overrun Lachish, something he must have seen as a significant military victory, since he portrayed the scene in a relief on the palace walls in his capital, Nineveh.

(If you re-read the paragraph again, you will note that the opening was - Pagan leaders used the name Yahweh, and then at the end talked about Lachish, as if there were no Hebrews in Lachish and implying that Yahuah was a pagan deity.)
In a series of scenes, the Assyrian infantry storm the walls of Lachish, with rows of archers taking aim at the defenders on the walls: *A pile of slingstones found at the site of Lachish*

the outer walls of the city are stormed

Assyrian battering rams and siege machines advance and then penetrate the walls

*Judean captives are marched out of the city, while others are stripped naked and impaled on the Assyrian spears*

the captives are tortured and murdered

in the last panel King Sennacherib sits on his throne, receiving the servile captives and the booty that has been taken from Lachish.

The final destruction of Lachish took place at the hands of Nebuchadnezzar in 587BC - at the same time Jerusalem was destroyed. *(Don't forget though, Nebuchadnezzar will come to know Yahuah's name!)*
A Jewish community who wanted to rebuild the temple wrote the Elephantine Papers dated 495-400 B.C. They refer to Yah’s temple. Yah is a shortened form of Yahweh. "After 70 CE (Common Era) and the fall of Jerusalem, the liturgical use of ‘Yahweh’ ceased, but the tradition was perpetuated in rabbinical schools and was used by healers, exorcists, and magicians (p. 198)." Also see "The Divine Names Through the Ages, " http://www.watchtower.org/library/na/ages.htm. (PS, this link no longer comes up)

https://www.sbl-site.org/assets/pdfs/pubs/069552P.front.pdf

(In this PDF - it doesn’t say they wanted to REBUILD the temple: “The Aramaic documents told of the existence of a Jewish Temple in the fifth century BCE”)
Who knows the True Names today?

Modern militia members, "dooms day" advocates, pro- and anti-torah Jewish sects, and various Christian assemblies are calling on the father Yahweh today. If you enter the name Yahweh into any Internet search engine, over twenty-one thousand entries explode on the screen. From the Assemblies of Yahweh and the House of Yahweh to Yahweh’s New Kingdom and Yahweh Ben Yahweh, the father and son’s Sacred Names are now well known. If you consider what the Oklahoma bomber Timothy McVeigh, the family at Ruby Ridge, the Abilene, Texas dooms-day leader Yisryal Hawkins, and the branch Davidian cult in Waco, Texas, have in common, you will arrive at a surprising answer. They all know the creator’s true and original names.

(And here you have the CRUX of the matter –let’s link those that know Yahuah and Yahusha to all of these and make them into cults!)
Did you know that in 1997 the United States' government budget for fighting domestic terrorism (that is, terrorism on American soil) TRIPLED? Yes, now that the Soviet "threat" has either been neutralized or has proven victorious (we wouldn't know it until it was too late), cold war government agencies like the C.I.A.(Central Intelligence Agency) have had to justify their existence by creating a new enemy: the at-home, religious, anti-government, gun-fanatic. After incidents like Ruby Ridge, the Branch Davidian Compound at Waco in Texas, and the Oklahoma City Bombing (supposedly executed single-handedly by Timothy McVeigh, an alleged anti-government fanatic who had connections with Elohim City), fundamentalist believers who ACTUALLY believe what they read in the Bible are considered "Public Enemy #1".

(There is no indication that McVeigh nor the Branch Davidians really knew Yahuah’s name, they probably knew Yeshua — but this is interesting that people who actually read Scripture...and that’s NOT just the KJV tripe, but studying Scripture as Yahuah told us to, we are considered “Public Enemy #1”.)
Joseph Farah and his blogging buddies are distorting the record regarding the beliefs of Timothy McVeigh. They contend that McVeigh distanced himself from Christianity in an interview he gave to *Time* magazine in 2001.

**Time**: Are you religious?

**McVeigh**: I was raised Catholic. I was confirmed Catholic (received the sacrament of confirmation). Through my military years, I sort of lost touch with the religion. I never really picked it up, however I do maintain core beliefs.

**Time**: Do you believe in God?

**McVeigh**: I do believe in a God, yes. But that's as far as I want to discuss. If I get too detailed on some things that are personal like that, it gives people an easier way [to] alienate themselves from me and that's all they are looking for now.
All this text discloses is that McVeigh distanced himself from Catholicism, not Christianity. It also reveals that he did not want to discuss his faith further because he knew most people would find it repulsive. What was repulsive about his faith? Was he an atheist? No. Was he a secular humanist? No. What do we know about his beliefs at the time he was bombing the federal building in Oklahoma City?

There is no doubt that Timothy McVeigh was deeply influenced by the Christian Identity movement. Christian Identity is a profoundly racist and theocratic form of faith that developed in the late 1970s and spread like wildfire through rural communities throughout the U.S. in the 1980s.
The chief guidebook for Christian Identity eschatology is "The Turner Diaries" written by William Pierce under the pseudonym Andrew MacDonald. The book is a fictional account of the "day of judgment" for which Identity adherents are preparing. Here's a summary of the book by Joel Dyer, author of "Harvest of Rage: Why Oklahoma City is Only the Beginning" (1997) – by far the best explanation in print for what led to the bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City:
In his book "The Turner Diaries," Pierce describes a race war that ends with the government being overthrown. Pierce's book is more than fiction. The most radical elements of the movement view it as a vision or blueprint for action. In the book, the Aryan forces used armored car robberies to finance their revolution. In real life, the radical white supremacist group called "the Order" used Pierce's book as a guide to their armored car robberies in the Northwest. In the book, the revolutionaries blow up a federal building as part of their antigovernment war. In real life, the bombing of Oklahoma City's Alfred P. Murrah Building was almost a carbon copy of the incident in Pierce's book. As I mentioned earlier, Timothy McVeigh had photocopies of a portion of "The Turner Diaries" with him when he was arrested. McVeigh also sold copies of the book at gun shows around the country.

(I'm going to take a stab here and say that McVeigh was NOT following Torah.)
Documents obtained under the Freedom of Information Act over the past decade have exposed a long-classified FBI operation from the early 1990s. This operation, dubbed “PATCON” for “Patriot Conspiracy,” involved FBI infiltration of the militia movement, including the very circles that McVeigh himself, model soldier and special forces recruit, was now moving in.

Attorney Jesse Trentadue has been one of the most outspoken voices about the PATCON operation and how it relates to the events in Oklahoma City.
JESSE TRENTADUE: “As I pursued this over the last 16 years and lots of lawsuits and fights with the FBI. I stumbled across an operation that the FBI called PATCON. P-A-T-C-O-N.

PATCON was an acronym for Patriot Conspiracy and the FBI began to distance itself from PATCON when I was probing. And they said it was just a simple operation where they were going to infiltrate some militia folks in Alabama, who had stolen some night-vision goggles from a military base and were selling them.

But it was clear to me that PATCON was bigger than that, much bigger and there were PATCON operations going on all over the country. They referred to them as PATCON Group 1, PATCON Group 2, PATCON Group 3.
INTERVIEWER: PATCON meaning, that’s the FBI’s name for their wide-scale, you say, investigation and infiltration of the radical right in the early-mid 1990’s.

JESSE TRENTADUE: It went, apparently it went on throughout the 90’s because here last summer I received a phone call from a fellow who said that ‘I’ve been seeing what’s being posted on the internet from your FOIA lawsuits with the FBI’. He said, ‘You have all the pieces but you just haven’t put them together’. And I said, ‘What do you mean?’ And he said, ‘Well, you just don’t see the picture’, and so he came to see me and I directed him to Newsweek magazine and too some other reporters. He had been one of the top undercover operatives for the FBI in PATCON, for almost 10 years. He had infiltrated some 23 groups.
He started out believing it was the right thing, he wasn’t you know, so many of these informants are people who are caught in the act of committing a crime and are forced to go undercover for the FBI. He did it voluntarily because he thought these hate groups, what they described to him as hate groups, were dangerous.

In hindsight he looked back on it and he sees now that the agenda, the agenda was to infiltrate and incite the militia movement, the right-wing Christian movement to violence. So that the Justice Department could crush them. He said that Ruby Ridge was a PATCON operation. He said that Waco was a PATCON operation. He believed that Oklahoma City was but he wasn’t involved in it but he did say that other members of the PATCON group were involved in Oklahoma City.”
At the center of the many threads of this operation was “Elohim City,” a white supremacist compound in Oklahoma whose “chief of security” was the enigmatic Andreas Strassmeir, son of former German chancellor Helmut Kohl’s Chief of Staff and a former lieutenant in the German army with military intelligence training.

NARRATOR: “In a report to the ATF in December, Howe reveals that Strassmeir planned to forcibly act to destroy the U.S. government with assassinations, mass-shooting and bombings.
CAROL HOW (audio recording): He said he wanted to go and blow up federal buildings. I mean just point blank he said that’s what he’d like to be out there doing.”

Despite all of this evidence, Strassmeir was never interviewed by the FBI as part of their Oklahoma City investigation before he fled the country and returned to Germany.
I am writing this because I see an incredible danger in the Church. And it is called the ‘Hebrew Roots movement’. It can also be called the ‘Sacred Name Movement’. These are conservative Christians who have become misled by satan into believing we are all still slaves. They completely ignore Apostle Paul’s warnings and proclamations concerning our complete freedom. These people are first tempted by others who say they have ‘special knowledge’- knowledge unknown to 99% of other Christians.

(It is only unknown to the 99% of other Christians, simply because their pastors who do know it, refuse to teach them. Here you have it...ignoring Paul’s warnings concerning our complete freedom - from the Torah he means!!! This goes in line with getting rid of ALL of Yahuah’s instructions and that once saved always saved - no works needed philosophy. I don’t think I’m a slave - finding Yahuah has taken me out of serfdom --- and no-one says they have SPECIAL knowledge, just the willingness to research and seek the truth, something that this guy and his ilk don’t want to look for.)
They say that the bible can’t be understood except by knowing Hebrew, Aramaic and ancient Greek. They say that the Sabbath is actually on Sat. and not on Sun. They say that the name of ‘Jesus’ is evil (that it is a form of the word, ‘Zeus’) and that if you don’t call God, ‘Yahweh’ and Jesus, “Yeshua”, you are literally sinning.

(What we actually say is, that you have sources that you can look up Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek words, to see what they mean and then compare that to what the translations say, for example the KJV. Time after time, we have found that they have used cover-ups in the selection of the words they have used. And yes, “JESUS” is evil, it’s a PAGAN NAME – which is WHY it’s EVIL. As for sinning, Yahuah has said time and time again, get to know HIS Name, if NOT - HE won’t know you!!! It’s that simple…you have free-will, do whatever you want, but don’t be upset if He doesn’t remember you!! Still no explanation how Jesus is Yahusha coming in his Father’s name !!!)
They say you are pleasing God ‘less’ than if you called him his Hebrew name. They say that most Christians are blind, but that they are not. They have the secret truth about Jesus. Is this not tempting? To be a better Christians than your neighbors? Yet, what does the bible say about obtaining all this special ‘knowledge’?

(Actually you are “pissing off” Yahuah, when you call Him - god, that’s NOT His name, it’s a pagan deity as well as the fact that GD is used for every other pagan deity, which contrary to what this guy says DOES make Christians blind, because they have NO idea about the use of the word GOD!!!! And the secret about Jesus...is the fact that it IS NOT the name of the son...it’s YAHUSHA!!!)

(Since whoever wrote this drivel couldn’t be bothered to put his name on this piece - I’ll not add anymore of his stuff, but go to the link just to see how insipid this piece really is, and this person did no research other than to “lob” disinformation about Yahuah and Yahusha!!)
Little has changed at Elohim City, including the beliefs of the residents

By Judy Thomas
- April 26 2015

Robert G. Millar founder of Elohim City, OK.
Residents are adherents of Christian Identity, which teaches that white Anglo-Saxons, not Jews, are God’s chosen people and that America, not Israel, is the promised land. According to Identity, Jews are descendants of Satan, and nonwhites are pre-Adamic, a lower form of species than whites.

Over the years, suspicions have swirled. The community has been called “Love City,” “Hate City,” a nudist colony and a cult. Stories circulated that they had built an underground bunker and had acquired arsenals, tanks and rocket missiles. One man claimed that Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh was buried there after his execution.
Nestled in the Ozarks at the end of a 6-mile gravel and red-dirt road in eastern Oklahoma about 35 miles northwest of Fort Smith, Ark., the wooded property is still dotted with homes and outbuildings, and the dome-shaped, white polyurethane and stone structure that was once used for daily worship is still standing. Most of the 100 or so residents are descendants of Robert Millar, who moved to the area in 1973 and chose the name because Elohim is Hebrew for God.
But during the 1990s, the secluded, 400-acre enclave also was a stop-off point on what some called an underground railroad for extremists in the white supremacist movement. Numerous former short-term residents or visitors either are now in prison or have served time for committing violent acts ranging from bank robberies to murder.

The community's connections to extremists have been extensive:
Oklahoma City bomber McVeigh called there two weeks before the Oklahoma City attack. Some later speculated he was looking for a place to hide out after the bombing.
The bombing occurred on the same day as the execution of Richard Wayne Snell, an Arkansas white supremacist who in 1983 killed a pawnbroker who he mistakenly thought was Jewish and a black Arkansas state trooper in 1984. Robert Millar was Snell’s spiritual adviser. After witnessing the execution, he and John Millar brought Snell’s body back to Elohim City late that night. Snell is buried in a clearing in the dense woods on the property, and when Robert Millar died in 2001, he was buried near Snell.
Dennis Mahon, a former Northmoor, Mo., resident and imperial dragon of the White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, visited Elohim City from 1992 to 1995 and kept an Airstream trailer parked there. A onetime suspect in the Oklahoma City bombing, Mahon is now serving 40 years in prison for mailing a pipe bomb in 2004 to a diversity office in Arizona.
Two weeks after the Oklahoma City bombing, James Ellison, the former leader of the Covenant, the Sword and the Arm of the Lord — a white supremacist paramilitary encampment near the Missouri-Arkansas border raided by federal authorities in 1985 — settled at Elohim City after serving several years in prison for weapons offenses and racketeering. Now in his mid-70s, Ellison has been at Elohim City two decades.
Six men who called themselves the Aryan Republican Army were indicted in 1996 on charges of robbing 22 banks in the Midwest, including one in Kansas City and one in Overland Park. Four of the six men had either stayed at or had ties to Elohim City.
White supremacist brothers Chevie and Cheyne Kehoe, who were involved in a shootout with Ohio state troopers in 1997, also had visited Elohim City. Chevie Kehoe was later convicted of the 1996 torture-slayings of an Arkansas gun dealer and his family.
Some of those who came to Elohim City may have had the false impression that it was a community of racists, the Millars said.
A more fitting description of the community would be white separatist, John Millar said. “We’re delighted we’re white,” he said. “If you look honestly at world history in the last several thousand years, it’s the white race that has produced civilizations that people want to be in.”

Worship services are an integral part of life at Elohim City. Services are held daily. On the Sabbath — which at Elohim City is on Tuesday — they last several hours.

(Interesting that they think that it’s only the whites that have produced a civilization that people want to be in!!! Does that mean that anyone that would prefer to live in these civilizations that the whites built would be welcome?? Yahuah said that both the native and the stranger were welcome, never once did you see anything about the color of ones skin. After all, that is the gist of what they are promoting!!! But also make note when their Shabat is...TUESDAY, wonder how they worked that out!!!)

CHRISTIAN IDENTITY MOVEMENT

http://archive.adl.org/learn/ext_us/christian_identity.html

Christian Identity is a religious ideology popular in extreme right-wing circles. Adherents believe that whites of European descent can be traced back to the "Lost Tribes of Israel." Many consider Jews to be the Satanic offspring of Eve and the Serpent, while non-whites are "mud peoples" created before Adam and Eve. Its virulent racist and anti-Semitic beliefs are usually accompanied by extreme anti-government sentiments. Despite its small size, Christian Identity influences virtually all white supremacist and extreme anti-government movements. It has also informed criminal behavior ranging from hate crimes to acts of terrorism.

(Here we have a perfect example of what happens when you haven't a clue about Scripture!!! Apparently reason and common sense have “left the building” when it comes to this insane doctrine!! One word….Noah!!! It was from him and his children that allowed the earth to be repopulated - then thanks to Abraham (who was NOT a Hebrew) - to Isaac (who was NOT a Hebrew) - to Jacob - you get the 12 tribes, all who became the Hebrews. But let's not forget all the people they are talking about would have been destroyed in the flood!!)
Perhaps this is a good time to do some genealogy work:

Adam & Eve - Cain was the 1st born and Abel the 2nd, we know what happened to Abel - he was murdered before he could have any children!!! Now out of Cain’s line you will find duplication of names, for example in his line there was an Enoch, and the Masons love to confuse Cain’s Enoch to the one that Yahuah took up with him.

If any of these racists have ever read the Lost books of Adam and Eve, and come up with the idiotic concept of Eve having sex with satan, perhaps they would learn, that once Yahuah threw them out of the Garden, they kept trying to kill themselves since they were SO distraught at what they had done and how much they had disappointed Yahuah, as well as the fact that haShatan also worked very hard to kill them.
Lost Books of Adam & Eve:

63:10

And, also I show you satan’s cruelty and his evil works. Ever since you came out of the garden he has not ceased for a single day from doing you harm in some way. But I have not given him power over you.

73:8-9

....And from the time Adam left the garden until he wedded Eve, were 223 days, that is seven months and thirteen days. This was how satan’s war with Adam was won by Adam and satan was defeated.
ADAM

**CAIN** - 1st born

**ABEL** - 2nd born

**SETH** - 3rd born

Killed by Cain – (per the book of Adam and Eve) at 15 years old

LAMECH - son:
- he was blind
- and killed Cain in error

GENUN - Lamech’s son
- who lured Seth’s children to intermarry with Cain’s children

ENOS

CAINAN

MAHALALEEL

JARED

ENOCH

METHUSELAH

LAMECH

NOAH
Noah entered the ark with his wife, their 3 sons and his sons wives. The flood did not happen until all of Seth’s line down to Noah had died.

(NOAH

JAPETH – 1ST BORN

SHEM – 2ND BORN

HAM – 3RD BORN

(http://www.freemaninstitute.com/RTGham.htm - this place will confirm what each of the children of Noah’s sons gave rise to - though they are saying Shem was the 1st born.)
JAPHETH - ASIA MINOR, CAUCASUS, EUROPE - 1ST BORN

Gomer – sons – Askinaz, Rephath, Togarmah, Francum (Russians, Gauls, Germans, Britons)

Magog – sons – Elichanaf, Lubul (Scythians – Iranian Eurasians)

Madai – sons – Achon, Zeelo, Chazoni, Lot (Medes- ancient Iranians)

Javan – sons – Eushah, Tarshish, Chittim, Dudonim (Greeks)

Tubal – sons – Ariphi, Kesed, Taari (Iberians-Spanish)

Meshech – sons – Deden, Zalon, Shebashai (Muscovites-ancient site of Moscow)

Tiras – sons – Benib, Gera, Lupirim, Gilak (Thracians-Indo-European)
SHEM – MIDDLE EAST – 2ND BORN

Elam – sons – Shushan, Machul, Harmon (Elamites/Persians)

Asshur – sons – Mirus, Mokil (Assyrians)

Arpachshad/Arpharad – sons – Shelach, Anar, Asheol, Kesed, Kainam (Chaldeans) – Out of Kainam’s line came Abraham

Lud – sons- Pethor, Bizayon (Libyans)

Aram – sons – Uz, Caul, Gather, Mash (Syrians, Armenians)
HAM – ARABIA, EGYPT, N. AFRICA – YOUNGEST SON

Cush -1st wife –sons –Seba, Havilah, Sabta, Raama, Satechq (Ethiopians) – married a 2nd time – son - Nimrod

Mizraim – sons – Ludim, Caphturim, Anamin, Naphtuhim, Pathrusim, Casluhim (Egyptians)

Put – sons – Gebul, Hadan, Benah, Adan (Lydions)

Canaan – sons – Sidon (Phoenicians/Sidonians), Heth (Jebusites), Amore (Amorites), Gergashi (Girgashites), Hivi (Hivites), Arkee (Arkites), Seni (Sinites), Arodi (Arvadites), Zimodi (Zemarites), Chamothi (Hamathites) – (all considered Canaanites) ---- Noah cursed both Canaan and Ham
Hammurabi -- Sixth King of the Amorite Dynasty of Old Babylon

They are represented on the Egyptian monuments with fair skins, light hair, blue eyes, curved or hooked noses, and pointed beards.

Hmm, seems Amorites are a much closer description for that "perfect" race they keep taking about!!! How's that for a Christian identity!
From the Egyptian monuments we learn that "the Hittites were a people with yellow skins and `Mongoloid' features, whose receding foreheads, oblique eyes, and protruding upper jaws are represented as faithfully on their own monuments as they are on those of Egypt, so that we cannot accuse the Egyptian artists of caricaturing their enemies.

Hittites are part of the Hivites, so apparently Canaan had children of many colors!!
The anti-Semitic strain of British-Israelism was particularly strong on the West Coast of Canada and the United States. The key figure in the transformation of British-Israelism into what was increasingly called "Christian Identity" was Wesley Swift (1913-1970), a former Methodist minister from Southern California. In the 1940s, Swift started his own church, later known as the Church of Jesus Christ Christian.
Swift started his own church, later known as the Church of Jesus Christ Christian. He was active in extreme right-wing groups, including the Ku Klux Klan, and developed a close friendship with the nation's most prominent postwar anti-Semite, Gerald L. K. Smith.
The most extreme expression of Identity anti-Semitism is the so-called "two-seed" (or "seedliner") theory, developed by Swift, his associates and his disciples in the 1960s.

According to the two-seed theory, the seduction of Eve by the Serpent in Eden was sexual, Cain was the product of their liaison and Cain, in turn, was the father of the Jewish people; all Jews, therefore, are children of the devil, literally demonic. The other seed line in the two-seed scheme traces from Adam and Eve's other son, Abel, through the lost tribes to today's white European-derived believers.

1. Cain didn't make it through the flood.
2. Abel was killed by Cain, so NOT sure what tribe he could have help spawn since he never had any children!!
Pastor Arnold Murray, an Identity preacher from Gravette, Arkansas, calls them "Kenites" (an Old Testament people he identifies as "Cainites") and believes they were associated with Judah until they took over leadership of that tribe. These "Jews" were the people who killed Christ. Pastor Murray teaches that calling the Jews the chosen people of God is the gravest of sins. He says, "Bless your heart if you have ever been deceived by the Kenite, and I am speaking now on the spiritual level, if you have ever really believed that group was the chosen of God you were deceived by Satan. Repent of that even more so than your personal sins in the personal sense."

(This pastor actually believes that Cain's line came through the flood - it didn't. However, nothing prevented shatan from "spoiling" the lines out of Noah - Canaan and all is Canaanites - who were the giants that Joshua defeated.)
Racial bigotry extends far beyond the Jews in Identity teaching. Since the white race alone has descended from Adam, the other races are viewed as a *prior* creation. They insist that Genesis 1:24, which describes the creation of animals and is prior to the creation of Adam, includes a description of all nonwhite races. In that list of created beings -- "cattle and creeping things and beasts of the earth" -- they single out the word *beast* as a description of other races. This of course means they believe the other races are inferior. All Identity teachers refer to the word *beast* to explain how other races escaped the flood; they were included among the creatures that Noah and his sons rounded up for the ark.

(To begin with ADAM H120 - is man, mankind, first man etc...but the root wood H119 ADAM - means dyed red, ruddy, rubbed red etc....not a WHITE hair in the bunch!!! And as stupid as these people are making the assumption that all other colors of race were included in the Ark as beasts - does NOT account for the DNA research on the black Ethiopians who have had their DNA tested and they are confirmed to be Hebrews. I wonder if these white folks have had their DNA tested to see where they rank in the gene pool!! Most of the people they say they descended from, came out of Japeth's children!!)
(It’s interesting how some put the Christian Identity movement on the same level as the Sacred Name movement...of course the similarity has to do with being called a cult!! This Christian Identity movement is much more racist with anti-Semitic rhetoric and the thought process of being a pure white race.)

The Hebrew Roots Movement/Sacred Name Movement is a fast-growing works righteous movement which is a modern day form of "Judaizing," the heresy that the Apostle Paul had to address several times in his ministry. This according to Richard Fisher of The Berean Call.
The definition of Judaizers:

Those who adopted Jewish religious practices or sought to influence others to do so.

In Galatians 2:14 it means to "live like Jews" (RSV, neb, NASB, Phillips), "follow Jewish customs" (NIV), or "live by the Jewish law" (Barclay).

The context for this reference is the episode in Antioch when Paul condemns Peter's withdrawal from table fellowship with Gentile Christians. Peter's actions are viewed by Paul as a serious compromise of the gospel of salvation by grace through faith alone, lending support to the position that sought to impose Jewish ceremonial law on the Gentiles. Thus, Paul interprets Peter's withdrawal in terms of its effect in compelling Gentile Christians to live like Jews.
"(The Hebrew Roots Movement) is a very modern movement that insists that we must resurrect first-century Judaism (our Jewish Roots) and the milieu and lifestyle of first-century Jews and impose them on both Jewish and non-Jewish believers. This is not just an academic study to better understand Scripture and its setting but is rather a movement of restoration that claims that the church has moved off its Jewish foundation and must return to a more Jewish way of life to be authentic."

(Interesting that according to these people the Torah is something that died in the first century. Since the argument against this is the use of Paul - who insists that you need only have faith and you are saved, that there is no participation involved in salvation because you don’t need to do anything, how wrong can you be. According to Paul, you throw out the Torah, believe in grace, throw out Yahusha’s Torah teachings and example and you’re done! Why?? Because they have a new and better Testament.)
Addressing the Hebrew Roots / Sacred Name Movement
Christine Pack

I had my own brief flirtation with some Hebrew Roots-like legalism, early in my Christian walk, which primarily centered around following the Leviticus food laws.

(Wow, it’s interesting that her “flirtation” with the sacred name movement had to do with the food laws?? Wow, and that was it? She has quite happily gone back to the Christian church and is thankful she can eat bacon again---hmm!!!)
Regardless of your spiritual beliefs, there may be good reason to carefully consider your decision to include pork as a regular part of your diet, because despite advertising campaigns trying to paint pork as a "healthy" alternative to beef, research suggests it may be hazardous to your health on multiple levels. One of the most potentially acute hazards is contamination with pathogenic bacteria.
Pigs eat the most disgusting things you can imagine, like urine, feces, and spoiled foods. But the worst part is that the toxins they consume can’t be eliminated from their bodies, so they build up in their fat cells and organs. Yersinia enterocolitica is a hazardous microorganism which can be found in this animal’s body. It causes sickness, fever, cramps, vomiting, and diarrhea. Another contaminant found in pigs’ bodies is Ractopamine which can even cause death when consumed.
A person can have various helminthes like roundworm, pinworm, hookworm, etc. Another dangerous helminthes is Trichura Tichurasis. A common misconception about pork is that if it is cooked well, these ova die. In a research project undertaken in America, it was found that out of twenty-four people suffering from Trichura Tichurasis, twenty two had cooked the pork very well. This indicates that the ova present in the pork do not die under normal cooking temperature.
More from Christine…..

I was a brand new Christian, saved in a seeker/emergent church, and I was constantly going around with my Bible open saying, what is this? and what about this? and explain this to me? My new Christian friends kind of patted me on the head, and didn't give me what I felt were thorough, Biblically-reasoned responses. But when I came upon the legalists, they did have answers. And they had their Bibles open, and were just as intent and serious as I was. I think that's the edge that lots of cults have, they will give answers, albeit the wrong ones, and they will use scripture, albeit twisted out of context.

(Here is the problem with Christine, instead of reading Scripture and doing her own research, she decided that she would just go around and asked questions of her new found friends. If you think someone is twisting Scripture it is incumbent upon you to do the research - why would you put yourself into the hands of “man” to answer a question that Yahuah can answer with His word?)
(Let’s take her complaint with learning about the food laws, back to eating “pig” – the reason that we are NOT to eat this, is because of ALL the potential ways it can make you sick. Eating shrimp is another no-no...why, because it is a bottom feeder, like crayfish --- they are like the garbage men of the oceans to keep it clean...seriously eating this stuff from the Gulf after the BP spill...do you think that is healthy?? So it’s NOT Judaizing when you learn what the point of the eating laws are all about--- Yahuah is interested in your health, but you have your FREE-WILL, eat what you want and suffer the consequences of what you put in your body!!!)
It's important to note that when someone is going into Hebrew Roots, you will notice one or more of the following:

- dietary changes (going back to the Leviticus food laws), *(But Yahusha did this right?)*

- a heavy emphasis on Jewish festivals *(But Yahusha did this right?)*
  (with the implication that those who observe Christmas/Easter are sinning)
  - a rejection of the Apostle Paul's writings – *(this is just laughable)*

- a denial of the Trinity *(But Yahusha did this right?)*
and - the usage of "Yeshua" instead of "Jesus" when speaking about Jesus

*(Watch out for all those pesky rules—from someone who has NO idea about Scripture, but wants it to be as easy as possible—barring the fact that Paul was NOT a TRUE APOSTLE!!!!)*
a heavy emphasis on Jewish festivals (with the implication that those who observe Christmas/Easter are sinning)

(It’s not fair for this to be SO easy to debunk!!! Again, most don’t bother reading Yahuah’s words - He laid out his Feasts and the reason for them and He was quite SPECIFIC that all who want to be in the Covenant family, have to get on the path to eternal life by doing these Feasts! Again, if we read Scripture we will understand this.

Thinking that Christmas and Easter are SOMEHOW valid when they are of pagan origins and with just a modicum of research we found a WHOLE lot to tell us why they’re PAGAN.)
a denial of the Trinity, and - the usage of "Yeshua"
instead of "Jesus" when speaking about Jesus

(There’s Yahuah the Creator and Father, Yahusha the son, and the Ruach Ha Qodesh --- when they talk in terms of the trinity, which is nothing more than Catholic trash, they are trying to make it seem there is only one and that Yahusha is NOW the Creator. Most of us, using the proper names realize that Yeshua is not proper. The undeniable fact is that there is no J in Hebrew, so it’s impossible for his name to have been Jesus, period, full stop, no getting around it and no pastor can deny it!)
There is nothing Torah about what the Christian Identity movement believes. In fact, because they are racist, there would be NO way they could teach Torah. My hunch is that this “movement” is a creation of an alpha-bet organization that is used and will be used in the future to round up the true Covenant Family members based on the criteria of keeping the Shabat, Yahuah’s Feasts and knowing His Name. This definitely reeks with the “sulphur” of counterfeit, perpetrated by the adversary to not only achieve his end days goal, but to also scare off anyone from learning Yahuah’s personal name and His Covenant offer!!

TO BE PERFECTLY CLEAR, WE RENOUNCE ANYONE, WHO IS IN THE CHRISTIAN IDENTITY MOVEMENT AND ITS OFFSHOOTS AS IT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH YAHUAH’S TORAH AND HIS COVENANT PROMISE TO GATHER HIS FAMILY TOGETHER AGAIN!! WHICH BY THE WAY IS THE ULTIMATE COAT OF MANY “SKIN” COLORS!!